Ground truth based image segmentation evaluation paradigm plays an important role in objective evaluation of segmentation algorithms. So far, many evaluation methods in terms of comparing clusterings in machine learning field have been developed. However, most traditional pairwise similarity measures, which only compare a machine generated clustering to a "true" clustering, have their limitations in some cases, e.g. when multiple ground truths are available for the same image. In this letter, we propose utilizing an information theoretic measure, named NJMI (Normalized Joint Mutual Information), to handle the situations which the pairwise measures can not deal with. We illustrate the effectiveness of NJMI for both unsupervised and supervised segmentation evaluation.
Introduction
Image segmentation is an indispensable pre-processing step in many vision systems. Many efforts have been devoted to developing more effective segmentation techniques, as well as quantifying the performance of current algorithms. However, due to the ill-defined nature of the segmentation problem, evaluation of segmentation results is still a challenging task. In order to obtain more objective evaluation scores instead of just using subjective judgments, a database of human segmented natural images [1] was established. Therefore, based on the "true" segmentations, ground-truthbased (GT-based) evaluation paradigm is preferred. In this paradigm, most evaluation methods can be either regionbased or boundary-based. Here, we focus on the methods used for evaluating region-based segmentation algorithms.
Since region segmentation can be seen as a clustering procedure for image pixels according to the feature vector for each pixel including color and spacial information, it is a natural way to carry out evaluation tasks in terms of clusterings comparison, i.e. compare the machine outputs against the ground-truth segmentations through some measure of similarity. So far, a lot of clustering-comparison measures have been proposed in machine learning domain, and they can be categorized into three classes which are paircounting based (e.g. Rand Index [2] ), set-matching based (e.g. H criterion [3] ), and information theoretic based similarity measures (e.g. Normalized Mutual Information [4] Manuscript received April 9, 2012 and Variation of Information [5] ). Jiang et al. [6] applied various clustering-comparison measures to GT-based segmentation evaluation, based on both range images and intensity images, and the experimental results demonstrate their usefulness and applicability in quantifying the performance of segmentation algorithms. In practice, it is not always possible to compare only two segmentations, e.g. when multiple ground truths are available for the same image, or the evaluated algorithm could generate more than one segmentation to be matched with a ground truth, so the pairwise similarity measures should be extended to deal with more general situations. In this article, we propose an information theoretic based measure, the Normalized Joint Mutual Information (NJMI), which is an extension to the Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) to handle the general cases mentioned above.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we first describe the Joint Mutual Information (JMI) and its normalized version NJMI. In Sect. 3 and Sect. 4, we present how the NJMI is useful in ground truth based evaluation for both unsupervised and supervised segmentation respectively. Section 5 illustrates how to eliminate the "outlier" ground-truth segmentation from crowdsourced annotations through NJMI. Section 6 gives the conclusion.
Normalized Joint Mutual Information for Multipleto-One Clusterings Comparison
In [7] , the Joint Mutual Information (JMI) has been proposed to be applied to feature selection. Given a target variable Y and a set of input variables X = {X 1 , . . . , X n }, the relevance between one feature Y and other features X can be defined by the JMI:
where KL(·||·) denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence. So, the JMI can be written as:
Therefore, the JMI can be seen as an extension to the mutual information presented in Appendix.
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Like mutual information, JMI does not have a fixed upper bound. To make the evaluation scores comparable in a fixed range [0, 1], we need a normalized version of JMI. In Appendix A, the normalized mutual information is given by Eq. (A·2). In much the same way, we infer that JMI is bounded by the entropy H(Y) and the joint entropy H(X 1 , . . . , X n ). So, the Normalized Joint Mutual Information (NJMI) is defined as
where
NJMI for Unsupervised Segmentation Evaluation

Multiple Ground Truths
In a hand-labeled segmentations dataset, for the same image, different human subjects always produce different segmented results due to subject prior knowledge, or simply at various granularity levels, leading to more than one groundtruth segmentations for an image, e.g. Berkeley segmentation database [1] . Figure 1 gives an example image and its five manually segmented images. Therefore, for the task of unsupervised segmentation evaluation with multiple manually labeled images, we propose to use NJMI to measure the similarity between the segmentation generated by an algorithm and a set of groundtruth images. Given an image I including N pixels, if set X = {X 1 , . . . , X n }, denotes a set of ground-truth segmentations, variable Y denotes a segmentation compared with X, the similarity measure can be calculated by Eq. (3).
Experiment
We first present the performance of NJMI on selecting an appropriate parameter setting for an algorithm. Figure 2 shows seven mean shift [8] segmentations (from oversegmentation to undersegmentation) using different bandwidth parameters. Figure 3 depicts three evaluation scores, Global Consistency Error (GCE), Local Consistency Error (LCE) [1] , and NJMI over the segmentations (a)-(g) in Fig. 2 . From this plot, we observe that NJMI can correctly reflect that (e) is the best segmentation, (c) and (d) are weakly acceptable, (b) is on the borderline, and (a), (f), and (g) are the worst.
Furthermore, we explore the segmentation performance of three algorithms, mean shift (MS) [8] , efficient graph (EG) [9] and normalized cut (NC) [10] through NJMI. For each algorithm, we select the best segmentation result from four parameter settings, and five images covering different types of objects are tested. As shown in Fig. 4 , the segmentation result getting the highest value of NJMI by MS in image2 is relatively more consistent with the ground truths, while the segmentation with the lowest NJMI value obtained by MS in image1 hardly depict the objects. 
NJMI for Supervised Segmentation Evaluation
Stability Evaluation of Interactive Segmentation Algorithms
As the common automatic segmentation algorithms without high level prior knowledge of interest object always can not obtain satisfied results, the interactive segmentation paradigm incorporating human interaction draws more attention recently. A lot of state-of-the-art interactive segmentation algorithms have been developed in the last decade. Thus, appropriate evaluation for interactive or supervised segmentation performance is indispensable. Being different from unsupervised segmentation, evaluating the segmentation performance with human interference should also consider the stability of algorithms, as well as accuracy. For instance, if users label some key components of an image to indicate the major features of the foreground and background, and expect that the algorithm can predict desired labels to the remaining parts of the image, for an stable algorithm, the more interaction, the better performance is achieved, while the segmentation results generated by unstable algorithms change a lot by minor alteration of interactions. In this context, multiple machine segmentations corresponding to different interactive settings should be involved in quantitatively evaluating the interactive algorithms by comparing with a ground truth image.
Experiment
To objectively simulate interactive process of drawing scribbles, a point-process of human interaction is integrated in segmentation procedure, which draws points on key components of foreground/background. In Fig. 5 , the first row on the right four columns shows four levels of point scribbles increasing from left to right, and the next two rows are corresponding interactive segmentation results by two algorithms (random walker and structural IS) [11] . We can see that, structural IS with higher NJMI value is more stable and has better segmentation performance than random walker. 
NJMI for Ground Truth Evaluation
Quality Evaluation of Crowdsourced Annotations
As we see that, to achieve reasonable segmentation evaluation, the quality of ground truth is also a key problem. In computer vision field, with the increasing interest in larger and diverse object data sets, some annotation data sets mainly relying on non-expert, online annotators have been established, such as LabelMe [12] . Due to the heterogeneous and unpredictable capability of minimally trained annotators, it is significant to develop strategies for automatically estimating the quality of these annotations or crowdsourced ground truths. For this task, we can also use NJMI to eliminate the "ourlier" annotation from multiple segmentations annotated by different users.
Experiment
As illustrated in Fig. 6 , there are five annotations for the given image, and (e) is the "outlier" among them. For each annotation, we compare it with others and obtain the NJMI value. We can observe that, the lowest NJMI value indicates the "outlier" annotation.
Conclusion
In this letter, we presented the usefulness of an information theoretic based measure, the Normalized Joint Mutual Information (NJMI), in more general cases of ground truth based segmentation evaluation. Through the experiments, we observe that this evaluation index can give reasonable scores for comparing "one with multiple", where the pairwise measures can not be used.
